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Article 19 Would Obsolete On Freedom To Abuse Almighty God Lord
Natraz BBB Who Teleported On 22 23 Dec 1949 In Ayodhaya , By Virtue Of
Gita Ch 4 Vs 7and 8 , By Ambedkar Joining Buddhism In 1956 , By Salman
Khursheed Through His Book The Sun Rise And Modi, RSS On 5th Aug 2020
On Fake Bhoomi Pujan Make Them Guilty And Ordered To Modify
Constitution Of India , To Ban Salman’s Book And By Virtue Of Article 352
Emergency Is Imposed That Dissolved PM Ship Of Modi wef 10.10.2021 .
Persons Disbelieving Gita CH 4 Vs 7 and 8 Could Get Out From His Planet
Dr V M Das
Das Nursing Home , Fatehgarh , India
University Of God

Abstract

Conversion to Buddhism is believed to have met with Ambedkar's complex requirements of reason,
morality, and justice. On October 14, 1956, B R Ambedkar along with 3,65,000 of his Dalit followers
made history when they decided to leave the folds of Hinduism and embrace Buddhism. It is adharma
did by Ambedkar by virtue of ignorance that Ambedkar used to eat , used to put on clothes and used
enjoy life given by Lord Natraz BBB but on contrary praising and worshiping Buddha a puppet of
Almighty God Lord Natrazis misconduct by him and Bhujans . Joining Buddhism is downfall of
Ambedkar rather than uplift of Bhaujan . Burning Manu Smrity is again a adharma did by Ambedkar
as way of enlightment ( reality about genesis of cast ) has been cleared by Lord Krishna about 5000
years back while showing Virat Roop that all are created from mouth ( atomic genetics ) of Brahma and
it is illusion that Shudras are created from foot . Hence all casts are sravan ( superior ) and no body is
Shudra .
Again Salman’s book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya “ might be having message of ekta of Hindu Muslism
which is impossible to achieve in present scenario without reform in Islam but on the contrary
comparing Hindutva with Boko haram and ISIS terroriest group no doubt a heinous crime by Author
because Hindutva had never so intolerant , violent , cruel and inhuman as illusive islam of Mohamad
Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship by Islamic Jihad since 1400 years
globally . In a interview with Zee news author could not face charges imposed by anchor on the
comparison and had to leave the platform as the motion of discussion bring turmoil , hatred ness and
became hot talks that author did not like it .
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Abusing , insulting and obstructing did by Modi , Yogi and VHP etc by praising Lord Ram who is
puppet of Almighty God before His Balak Idol Avatar on 5th Aug 2020 was a misuse of Article 19and
Adharma . Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB who teleported on 22 23 Dec 1949 as Balak Idol Avatar in
middle gummed of Babri Mosque and whose title suit has been given to fake petitioner no 1 of suit no 5
of HC ( Lucknow) 1989 of Justice Dharam Veer by a fake judgment of SC dated 9.11.19 to build Ram
temple at disputed site is Adharma. Being Creator BBB and Ruler of India and globe , Almighty God
Lord Natraz BBB put emergency on 10.10. 21 and dissolved Parliament and by virtue of it Modi is no
more PM of this country.

Keywords Basic Building Blocks , God Particles , Atomic transcription and translation , Hoyle narlikar
Universe . Allah

Introduction

Misuse of article 19 by abusing Almighty Lord Natraz bbb on 5th Aug 2020 to construct fake Ram temple in
Ayodhaya is Adharma did by all above persons by a fake sc judgment dated 9.11.2019.

Preview YouTube video President of india Outstanding speech on Dr.b.r.Ambedkar | Ramnath
kovind [1]
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Hindutva and Islamic Jihad comparison by Salman is Adharma Islamic Jihad is Nuisance
Globally .

Modi ji no Muslim is bad but they are victim of Islamic jihad of
Mohamad Sahib means they prohibit idol worship and kill those who do
idol worship. By order Acj
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Polytheism or Idol Worship Vs Monotheism Prohibit Idol Worship . Both are illusion . Correct is Ditheism ,
Photo depiction Ardhnareshwar and smallest idol of Universe the Two God particles Or “I”

Jihad [1]
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to navigationJump to search
For other uses, see Jihad (disambiguation).

Jihad (/dʒɪˈhɑːd/; Arabic: جهاد, romanized: jihād [dʒɪˈhaːd]) is an Arabic word which literally means
"striving" or "struggling", especially with a praiseworthy aim. [1][2][3][4] In an Islamic context, it can refer to
almost any effort to make personal and social life conform with God's guidance, such as struggle
against one's evil inclinations, proselytizing, or efforts toward the moral betterment of the Muslim
community (Ummah),[1][2][5][6] though it is most frequently associated with war.[4][7] In classical Islamic
law (sharia), the term refers to armed struggle against unbelievers, [2][3] while modernist Islamic
scholars generally equate military jihad with defensive warfare.[8][9] In Sufi and pious circles, spiritual
and moral jihad has been traditionally emphasized under the name of greater jihad.[5][10][3] The term
has gained additional attention in recent decades through its use by various insurgent Islamic
extremist, militant Islamist, and terrorist individuals and organizations whose ideology is based on
the Islamic notion of jihad.[5][7][11][12]
The word jihad appears frequently in the Quran with and without military connotations,[13] often in the
idiomatic expression "striving in the path of God (al-jihad fi sabil Allah)".[14][15] Islamic jurists and
other ulama of the Islamic Golden Age understood the obligation of jihad predominantly in a military
sense.[16] They developed an elaborate set of rules pertaining to jihad, including prohibitions on
harming those who are not engaged in combat.[17][18] In the modern era, the notion of jihad has lost its
jurisprudential relevance and instead given rise to an ideological and political
discourse.[5][8] While modernist Islamic scholars have emphasized the defensive and non-military
aspects of jihad, some Islamists have advanced aggressive interpretations that go beyond the
classical theory.[8][12]
Jihad is classified into inner ("greater") jihad, which involves a struggle against one's own base
impulses, and external ("lesser") jihad, which is further subdivided into jihad of the
pen/tongue (debate or persuasion) and jihad of the sword.[5][19][10] Most Western writers consider
external jihad to have primacy over inner jihad in the Islamic tradition, while much of contemporary
Muslim opinion favors the opposite view.[19] Gallup analysis of a large survey reveals considerable
nuance in the conceptions of jihad held by Muslims around the world.[20]
Jihad is sometimes referred to as the sixth pillar of Islam, though this designation is not commonly
recognized.[21] In Twelver Shi'a Islam, jihad is one of the ten Practices of the Religion.[22] A person
engaged in jihad is called a mujahid (plural: mujahideen). The term jihad is often rendered in English
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as "Holy War",
although this translation is controversial.[26][27] Today, the word jihad is often used
without religious connotations, like the English crusade.[1][2]
[23][24][25]

Hoyle Narlikar Universe - OR -- Universe “I”

What is New Physics or Physics of Mind ?

Physics of Mind

Quantum Consciousness – According to Physicists and Biologist
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The nature of consciousness remains deeply mysterious and profoundly important, with existential, medical and spiritual implication.
We know what it is like to be conscious – to have awareness, a conscious ‘mind’, but who, or what, are ‘we’ who know such things?
How is the subjective nature of phenomenal experience – our ‘inner life’ - to be explained in scientific terms? What consciousness
actually is, and how it comes about remain unknown. The general assumption in modern science and philosophy - the ‘standard
model’ - is that consciousness emerges from complex computation among brain neurons, computation whose currency is seen as
neuronal firings (‘spikes’) and synaptic transmissions, equated with binary ‘bits’ in digital computing. Consciousness is presumed to
‘emerge’ from complex neuronal computation, and to have arisen during biological evolution as an adaptation of living systems,
extrinsic to the makeup of the universe. On the other hand, spiritual and contemplative traditions, and some scientists and
philosophers consider consciousness to be intrinsic, ‘woven into the fabric of the universe’. In these views, conscious precursors and
Platonic forms preceded biology, existing all along in the fine scale structure of reality.

My research involves a theory of consciousness which can bridge these two approaches, a theory developed over the past 20 years
with eminent British physicist Sir Roger Penrose. Called ‘orchestrated objective reduction’ (‘Orch OR’), it suggests consciousness
arises from quantum vibrations in protein polymers called microtubules inside the brain’s neurons, vibrations which interfere,
‘collapse’ and resonate across scale, control neuronal firings, generate consciousness, and connect ultimately to ‘deeper order’ ripples
in spacetime geometry. Consciousness is more like music than computation.
Colleagues Travis Craddock and Jack Tuszynski and I also study how anesthetics act in microtubules to erase consciousness, and
with Jay Sanguinetti, John JB Allen and Sterling Cooley, we are studying how transcranial ultrasound (TUS) can be used
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noninvasively to resonate brain microtubules and treat mental, cognitive and neurological disorders. Many thanks to my assistant
Abi Behar-Montefiore and Ed Xia for maintaining this website.
1.2 Mind and Mass Realities [2]

Fig. 1 Divine Mechanics Unit – CCP, CP and information s – Code PcPs with B-Bit – Mass

Atomic genetics is the branch of science where we investigate about fundamental interactions of the universe i.e. atomic transcription
and translations . New words have been coined to understand hidden science of mind part of reality. Mind reality has been
recognized as different faces by “I” about 5000 years back to Arjuna in Mahabharata.as shown in Fig 1. It is just like to understand
any language through Alphabets. These are ( different faces ) Alphabets of mind reality. One Mind reality has one face identity and
the second mind reality has second face identity and so on. The facial expression represents phenomenon of intelligence and different
faces represent different types of properties carrying property. The open eyes means property is activated while close eye means
property is inactivated. In spite of carrying properties conscious ness they also know how to conduct not only origin of universe but
also how to create two different universe i.e. next creation could be different from this creation . In all, it is automatic system of the
universe . The mind realities which are of good properties have devtas face identity ( first five faces on both side ) and those mind
realities which are of bad properties have demons face identity ( last four faces on both side ) . These are named as code PCPs or
messenger atomic genes . The central face is CCP or Thought script where all thoughts of the universe are banked . It is bank of
data of all information s of the universe It is face identity of Anti mind particles as data of all information’s of the universe are stored
as anti mind particles . It is the Time mind ness ( biological clock ) that keeps on expressing different thoughts from this thought
script (CCP) . There are four more faces ( black bodies ) shown on extreme left and right floating in fire are CPs ( translating Atomic
genes) . That translates the messages and realizes it and reacts accordingly.[2]

1.3. Messages From Biological world to understand B.B.B world as shown in Fig 2 [2]
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Fig. 2 Parallel teaching by participatory science

The standard model not only modified rather it has been completed [3] with introduction of energized gravitons , primary fermions,
primary bosons , Basic Building Blocks , Mind and Tachyons as shown in Fig 3

Fig. 3 standard Model chart [3]
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Fig 3.1 one creation and destruction cycle [4]
Participatory science has coined [5] some new words and there are some words which already exist in physics. Both these words are
defined here and the definitions are according to participatory science. It has no relation with the definitions given in modern physics.
1.Mass - The part which gives shape to the smallest mass unit i.e. basics building blocks (B. B. Bs.) is called mass.
2.Matter :-Mixture of fermions and bosons or only bosons which are made up of mass (B.B.Bs) and that is why we realize their
shape is called matter.
3.Inertial mass :-Mass (smallest mass units i.e. B. B. Bs) having inertial properties (classical inertia) either absolute rest or uniform
motion in straight line is called inertial mass. Or Number of B. B. Bs. Per unit space present in bigger units is called inertial mass. Or
Total matter contained by the bigger units or total number of fermions and bosons contained by the bigger units is called inertial
mass. Therefore it never changes from place to place.
4. Gravitational mass :- The mass (interacting surfaces) which takes part in gravity (divine energized gravitons theory) interaction (
which is due to mind ) is called gravitational mass. When gravity interaction increases (number of divine energized gravitons
increases) the interacting mass (interacting surface) also increases or when interacting mass (interacting surfaces) increases, gravity
interaction (number of divine energized gravitons ) also increases. Therefore gravitational mass (interacting mass or surfaces)
changes from place to place. It is the fed mind that decides gravity interaction. We shall discuss it in gravity chapter and in atomic
genetics.
5. Pure m (matter) mass :-matter mass (smallest mass unit or B.B.B) which have got inertial property of absolute rest.
6. Energy mass:-Energy mass (smallest energy mass unit B.B.B) which have got inertial property of uniform motion in straight line
and which also gives shape to the bigger energy mass ( Higgs Bosons etc ) units.
7.m ( impure matter ) of E=mC^2 :-Matter particles (fermions) which have got spin property are called impure matter particles.

1.4 Prayer message formation in brain.
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Fig 4 Divine Mechanics - Prayer message formation in brain

In atomic transcription and translation of prayer [5], following steps take place on Yang B.B.B – B-Bit as shown in Figure 4.
1.CP removes RM ( repressor mindness-green) from OM ( operating mindness -orange ) thus induction of atomic
transcription triggers.
2.OM triggers activation of free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) of that thought script (magenta ) of “o god
help me ”.
3.Free mind particles ( black -inactivated code PCPs ) get attached to anti mind particles script ( magenta one ) to form
messenger thought script of “o god help me ”.
4.Messenger atomic genes ( black ) get activated by anti mind particles thought script and further they get detached from
anti mind particles thought script to form activated messenger atomic genes ( activated code PCPs) ( magenta ) of “ o god
help me ”
5.CP carries phenomenon of splicing by translating the messenger activated atomic genes ( activated code PcPs ) and
finally there is activated message of “ o god help me” is formed .
6.CP represses atomic transcription by adding RM ( green ) to OM ( orange) . Thus atomic transcription gets halt.

Having formed the message it comes out in three forms .
In atomic genetic engineering ( prayer ) we use our basic power i.e. power of B.B.Bs. Our B.B.B. (higher center) talks with highest
center of the universe by sending the message by first transcription. Till today nobody knows how does the brain generate thoughts. I
am going to tell you that mystery too. In the frontal lobe the neurons are responsible for thought generation. In the neuron there is
electrical activity called pacemaker activity which is occurring between dendrites and the body of the neuron. The membrane of the
cell is made up of atoms and atom is made up of B.B.Bs. At the level of B.B.B. say thought of 'O GOD HELP ME' is expressed. As
a result programmed messages of O GOD HELP ME (code PCPs) are formed. Out of three programmed messages, one is carried by
atomic genes to highest center of the universe. It is called THOUGHT RAY ( Quantum entanglement ) which is made up of pure
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atomic genes and then the message goes through phenomenon called first transcription. They come out from brain directly. The other
two messages are carried by photons from nucleus of atom to electrons. Here they are modulated on electrical activity of the cell
called pacemaker activity. Further they are modulated on actions potentials going towards REALIZING CENTER situated in brain
stem (RAS) and from RAS to speech area situated in the frontal area. Target B.B.Bs. of the realizing center finally realizes thought
effect of O GOD HELP ME. While from speech area message goes to motor cortex again via RAS and from there to vocal cords and
finally it comes out as a speech effect of O GOD HELP ME. In layman's terminology formation of the thought ray means PRAYER
as shown in Fig 4

Where Does Prayer Message go ?
Prayer message goes as shown in Figure 5 to highest center of the universe via first transcription where it is realized and it is
accepted, the highest center sends two messages to B.B.Bs working as higher center in cancer cell. These messages are message of
inhibition of abnormal thought expression and message of activation of normal thought expression. Having received the messages,
higher center stops expressing the abnormal thoughts and it starts expressing the normal thoughts. As a result, there are no more
abnormal programmed messages and in place of that normal programmed messages are there. Now the messages have shifted from
abnormal (5and 6) to normal (2 and 3). This shifting of thought expression is called ATOMIC GENETIC ENGINEERING as
shown in Figure 4.1
The changed messages reach to target B.B.Bs. through same route. Having received the changed messages, target B.B.Bs. stop
expressing the previous programmng and they start expressing the normal programming. As a result the cancer cells transmutate into
normal cells. Or diseased cell gets cured [6] as shown in Fig 4.1

Fig 4.1 A.G.E and Final stamp of success to New Theory[6]

1.5 Message system of the Universe
Before the origin of the universe [2] nature had only one type of message systems which is called FIRST TRANSCRIPTION.
Messages ( Code PcPs ) used to go from one B.B.B. to another B.B.B. by atomic transcription. Messages were carried by atomic
genes ( Code PcPs ) with very very high velocity. It is the fundamental message system.
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After the origin of the universe, nature created atoms. It also created one more message system called SECOND TRANSCRIPTION.
Here the message (code PcPs) are carried by photons from one atom to another atom with velocity of light. Thus atoms ,molecules,
cells, and even individuals talk with one another
After the formation of the cell , nature created one more system called THIRD TRANSCRIPTION .Here there is a message storage
system formed by DNA. There are messenger molecules called mRNA that carry message from DNA script to cytoplasm where the
message (code PCPs) is read or translated by ribosome and they work accordingly. Thus the messages reach to enzymes and
hormones and finally messages reach to target units. Having received the messages, target units work accordingly. Finally life effects
(metabolic)
are
observed.
These three types of message systems are working in the nature. These message system are being used by the nature according to
nature's need. as shown in Fig 5
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Fig. 5 Messages system of the universe

1.6 How does nature work & triggering of normal & abnormal effects
To understand creation physics as shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7. . There are two types of thought stimulation [2] . One is
CONDITIONED THOUGHT STIMULATION and other one is UNCONDITIONED THOUGHT STIMULATION.
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STIMULATION OF THOUGHT EXPRESSION --- There are two types of thought expressions one is CONDITIONED
STIMULATION of thought expression, and other one is self stimulation of thoughts i.e. UNCONDITIONED STIMULATION of
thought expression .
At the time of the origin of the universe, all effects got created. The cause of all effects of the universe is THOUGHT expression.
These thought expressions were triggered by UNCONDITIONED OR SELF STIMULATED WAY . It is the first step and it is
followed by PROGRAMMING or formation of programmed messages by code PCPs. This programmed message moves from higher
centers to target B.B.Bs. it is called INTERACTION. Having received the messages, the mind and mass of the target B.B.Bs. work in
a synchronized way so as to produced the effects as thought by a the higher center. If the thought expression by higher center is
normal, the shapes, properties and laws produced by target B.B.Bs. would be normal and if the thought expressions are abnormal,
the shapes, properties and laws would be abnormal. This is the basic concept of transmutation phenomenon. Finally what we observe
is
called
EFFECT.
Appearance of new shapes. properties and laws is called TRANSMUTATION. The first three steps are collectively called CCP.
During transmutation process if CCP is written, it does mean that unless the thought, programming and interaction take place, nature
cannot transmutate. Transmutation phenomenon is seen in particles, atoms, molecules and even in cells. The basic steps of any
transmutation remain the same except that the thought expressions differ.
The subatomic particle are made up of more fundamental particles called Basic Building Blocks ( B.B.Bs) which are made up of
mind and mass. These B.B.Bs are divine in nature with the result they talk with each other by phenomenon called atomic
transcription and translation ( thought expressions). The triggering of broken symmetry is caused by atomic transcriptions. Unless
the atomic transcriptions occur, subatomic particles could never exhibit phenomenon of broken symmetry . So the broken symmetry
is never spontaneous. It is being mis understood that sub atomic particles do have spontaneous activities as far as broken symmetry
is concerned. Hence the Nobel prize physics 2008 awarded to this work is too early to give prize.
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Fig. 6 Divine Mechanics – How Does Nature work ?
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Fig. 7 Conditioned and Unconditioned thought expressions

1.7 Message network of the Universe ( Feed Back Mechanism and different centers of the Universe )
With the origin of universe, nature first created primary units i.e. primary fermions (gravitation) and primary boson, these primary
units are equipped with one higher center (one B.B.B.) and rest of the B.B.Bs. are working as lower centers or target B.B.Bs.[2]
After primary units ,nature created secondary units i.e. secondary fermions and secondary bosons. similarly nature created tertiary
units
(lepto-quarks)
and
then
quaternary
units
(protons&
neutrons).
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Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers and target B.B.Bs. After quaternary units nature created atomic units,
molecular units, complex molecules of life units, organelle units, cell units, tissue units, organ units, system units and individual
units. Each unit is equipped with higher centers, lower centers, and target B.B.Bs. Similarly nature created satellite units, planet
units, solar system units, galaxy units, super galaxy units, dark matter layer unit. These units are also equipped with higher centers,
lower centers and target B.B.Bs. Thus our universe is divided into different units and each unit is equipped with higher and lower
centers.
All higher centers are under control of highest center of the universe by efferent paths. This efferent path is made up of first
transcription. Higher centers can send messages to highest center of the universe by afferent path or feed back path. Thus highest
center of the universe is well informed about all effects of the universe. Messages can come from lower centers to higher centers and
from higher centers to highest center of the universe via afferent path. The highest center of the universe can send messages to higher
centers and from higher center to lower centers. There is an inter unit message network also which is made up of first, second and
third transcription depending upon the nature's need. Thus the entire universe is under control of highest center of the universe.
Highest center can change any programming programmed by it during pre creation era as shown in Fig 8
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Fig. 8 Messages Net work of the Universe

1.8 Origin of the universe [7]
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Fig. 9 Development of the Universe
Before the origin of the universe, these Basic Building Blocks (B.B.Bs) as shown in Fig-3 were in the form of tachyons as shown in
Fig- 9 [7]. It means that at that time the tachyons were everywhere in the universe. Let us look at the structure of tachyons; it is
made up of one matter B.B.B. (YANG) and many energy (YINs) B.B.Bs. Initially out of the infinite tachyons, one became
the highest center of the universe. Messages used to go from highest center to rest of the universe and messages could come from
rest of the universe to highest center of the universe by atomic transcription. Thus highest center had fed its thought to rest of the
B.B.Bs. that would take part in creation - that they would express only those thoughts to give desired effect as wished by the highest
center of the universe. So all B.B.Bs were informed about their role before creation of the universe. In pre-creation era programming
of
the
future
universe
was
done
by
highest
center
of
the
universe.
Our universe is oscillating and it is a divine universe. It means that it has a creation phase and a destruction phase. During creation
phase tachyons break into their B.B.Bs. and from these B.B.Bs, formation of fermions and bosons take place as shown in Fig 3.1.
After the creation phase, destruction would start and in this phase all created particles would again break into their B.B.Bs and finally
tachyons
would
form.
At the time of origin of the universe, all the effects got created. These effects are taking of different shapes and appearance of
properties and laws. All these effects are studied in various branches of science.
With the origin of the universe, nature first created a sphere of COLD DARK MATTER (C.D.M) and canals in it. With the result
space got created. At the other end of the canals, hot reaction started (the relics are back ground radiations 2.7 degree K of our
hydrogen clouds). As a result hydrogen clouds and lot of radiations were created. The empty canals were filled by these hydrogen
clouds and radiations and thus QUASARS appeared in the universe. Simultaneously C.D.M. layer started expanding and clouds and
radiations kept on coming in this closed universe as shown in Fig 9 . With the passage of time more and more C.D.M. layer formed,
more and more quasars formed. The hydrogen cloud came in this closed universe. They started running towards C.D.M. layer as they
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were attracted by the gravity of C.D.M. layer. Those clouds, which were nearer, moved faster than those, which were away from
CDM Layer. The HUBBLE LAW, can thus be explained. With some more passage of time, clouds were joined to form GMC (giant
molecular clouds). Later by self-gravitation different proto stars, proto planets, proto satellites were formed. Finally stars became
bright and thus bright galaxies appeared in this universe. Our universe is still in expansion phase and creation is still going inside
quasars. It is to be remembered that highest center of the universe does not come in the visible universe. It keeps on receiving the
messages by atomic transcription and it has power to change any programming programmed by it during pre-creation era.
It is the atomic genes which constitutes mind part of reality. Mind incorporation in physics is awaited as theory of every thing is not
yet investigated . I have investigated theory of every thing ( ToE) and I found that while studying unified theory at the time of origin
of the universe by Hoyle Narlikar universe , it was mind reality that triggered symmetry breaking phase . It is mind reality that
triggers oscillation phenomenon of the universe. It is the mind reality which is behind perfect cosmological principle . There is
nothing like artificial intelligence in the universe . These mind particles constitute intelligence of the universe that controls the
deterministic order of the universe. It is the mind reality behind all effects of the universe. But this is not our mind rather it is mind
of Almighty B.B.B (Yang B.B.B or matter B.B.B. or Male B.B.B working as Highest center of the universe ) . His mind could be
manipulated by prayer only . as shown in figure 9.1and 9.2

Figure 9.1 Hoyle Narlikar Universe OR Universe “I”
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Higgs
Boson

Fig 9.2 Total scenario of Truth Mind and Mass

1.9 DM and DE i.e. energized gravitons and energy pool of the universe as shown in Fig 10 and Fig 11 [8]
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Fig. 10 Structural configuration of Leptons and Quarks as regard DM and structural configuration of DM and DE at micro level
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structural configuration of DM and DE at macro level [9]

1.10 Divine Mechanics and Brain Computation

Learning and Memory and information s ( Code PcPs ) Net work in Brain [10]
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Fig 12 Divine Mechanics of Brain Computing System – Learning and memory

At all steps , these are B.B.Bs ( B-Bit ) that are responsible for information’s control and triggering . If CCP is written it means
unless atomic transcription and translation occur , brain cannot have learing and memory triggering and control and it is called
Divine mechanics of Biology and it is life . These are higher thought expressions of B.B.Bs . In Bits of classical computers and
qubits of QC , the thought expressions are lower and different but the mechanics ( DIVINE ) remains the same. as shown in Fig 12
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Fig 13- The Theory of Computers and Brain are same – DIVINE MECHANICS
( Structural and Functional smallest Bit ( mass ) is B-Bit of the universe and the Divine Mechanical Unit is CCP , Code PcPs and
CP.)
DIVINE MECHANICS The Theory of Computers and Brain is SAME as shown in Fig 13
Physics dictates the lowest limits of the size of chips [11]. But divine mechanics does not . Hence the bit is a typical unit of
information. ((Classical and Quantum Bit ) is wrong and to describe informations by adding qubit is also illusion as in complicate
system ,it is the different thoughts expressions that describe informations . Informations are separate ( Code PcPs ) and bits ( Electron
of transistor ) qubits ( electron of diamond crystal ) are separate. At DNA level the bit is nucleotide (A,T,C,G ) and at Atomic level
the bit is photon and electron , at particle level ( secondary fermions and secondary bosons ) the bit is primary fermions and primary
bosons and informations are still code PcPs and at B.B.B level the bit is B.B.B ( Yang mass and Yin mass - B- bit ) it self and the
information is carried by Code PcPs but at all level of all bit units the information storage system is CCP ( Physiological arrow of
Time ) it never dies even after destruction of the universe. Hence information s are eternal . In computers, Bit is a structural
configuration that describes information s of the system and information s are in form of Code PcPs. The working of the bit is
triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher centers that form that bit. If the bit is classical ( transistors of chips ) the effect is
different . But if the bit is qubit with entanglement the working is triggered and controlled by thoughts of higher center that form that
crystal . In both the effect of describing informations would be different.
One is classical ( thought expressions are fixed and limited )and other one is quantum ( thought expressions are changing and more
wide to describe the more wide complicated system to have fast results . ) . In life sciences in Brain the bit is again Photon and the
information s are Code PcPs and they are triggered and controlled by CCP of higher centers that is triggered by DIVINE
MECHANICS .
In life sciences the CCP ( cryptography ) of B-bit expresses information’s ( Code PcPs ) which were not fed like speaking Lie and
unlike Bit of classical computer and qubit of QC it shows phenomenon of forgetfulness and IQ phenomenon ( mental age /real age ) .
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It is Higher functions of B.B.B or B Bit and it is life . Hence there is difference in some aspect of DIVINE MECHANICS \of
Computers computation and Brain computation

Structure
2.1 Modified theory of atomic structure as Niels Bohr’s theory has limitations in explaining different series of hydrogen spectra.
New assumptions of structure of hydrogen atom. – Divine Modified Niels Bohr ‘s Theory ( Divine MONB Theory ) as shown in Fig
14
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Hydrogen atom is like a miniature solar system with the negatively charged electron moving in circular orbit around
positively charged nucleus having positively charged particle proton. In this circular orbit or stationary orbits , electron is
being held by single string of energized gravitons . This energy level is called ground state.
When Hydrogen atom is excited, the electron moves from ground state to excited state energy levels making a bigger
circular orbit and having reached in this new energy levels , it also emits radiations . Hence absorption and emission of
energy quanta occur simultaneously. Shifting is understood in inter orbital shift phenomenon.
When excitation is over, the electron once again come back to ground state energy level . All above mentioned events are
triggered by different thoughts or atomic transcriptions from the nucleus or proton in case of hydrogen atom.
These atomic transcriptions are being triggered by conditioned stimulation of CCP by the message system made up of
photons (second transcription or –ve charged photons or afferent path ) coming from electron to proton and further they are
transmitted by photons ( second transcription made up of +ve charged photons, or efferent path ) to electron. Having
received the messages , electron works accordingly. Unless the thought is expressed, nature cannot work . as shown in Fig
14
When electron is in ground state, its interaction with energized graviton and electromagnetic photon is more hence IP 13.59ev ( n=1) is required to remove electron from this energy level. During excited stage the interaction is different hence
I.P. to remove electron from this state is -3.4ev (n=2), -1.511ev (n=3),- 0.850ev (n=4) , -0.544ev (n=5) respectively. It the
changing thought of interaction with energized graviton and electromagnetic photons that gives changing effect .
Electronic configuration of higher atoms could be known by studying I.P. curve . Working of hydrogen atom as shown in
Fig 14 .

Fig 14 working of hydrogen atom – Divine MONB Theory

2.2

Preview YouTube video President of india Outstanding speech on Dr.b.r.Ambedkar | Ramnath kovind

https://youtu.be/jov4ZSYuJuM
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Darker Side of Ambedkar .
1. In constitution he did not write when adharma would rise among politicians , who would rule India . Now
Modi , Yogi Bjp etc are Adharmi as he abused Mahakal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya on 5th Aug 2020 during
fake bhoomi pujan for fake constitution of Ram temple by fake order of SC dated 9.11.2019 as petitioner no
one of suit 5 1989 is fake Ram Lalla Virajman won the case in Ayodhaya dispute. It is all by virtue of fake
Judiciary arguments started since 1950, 1959, 1961, 1989, 2010 and 2019 .
2. Article 19 and its misuse by Salman Khursheed in his book The Sunrise of Ayodhaya nationhood in our
times abusing Hindutva means abusing Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or
Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya . Hence Article 19 is now
obsolete.
3. Downfall of Bahujan by when Ambedkar joined Buddhism in 1956 . INDIAN means worship of Lord Shiva
idol BY VIRTUR OF INDIAN INDEPENDENCE ACT 1947 . Means Native people are those who worship
Lord Shiva . Hence Buddhist have lost right of Native people of India . Hence they are not Native people of
India . Hence their voting right is abandoned.
4. Ambedkar burnt Manu Smriti in 1927. It is Adharma did by Ambedkar . Being Adhatmi whatever he gained
honor in this country is abandoned.
5. Ambedkar 's constitution is now no more working since 6 th March 2014 as India and Abroad is being ruled
by Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya who teleported on 22 23 Dec 1949 and this eye witness is logged in FIR
by SI Ram dev Duby on 23 Dec 1949 .
Those who do not believe UOG or Almighty"s rule in India or Abroad by virtue of Gita ch 4 vs 7 and 8 could
get out from His planet .By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar
or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

2.3 Misconduct by Salman Khursheed liable for Punishment ACJ
Misconduct by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko Haram' ideology that follow
Islamic Jihad etc . 'Hindutva to terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS' Means on Ayodhaya issue
Hindutva did unfair rather acted as Adharma in his book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya in Nationhood in our times “ a
wrong perception regarding Hindutva .

AUD-20211116-WA0012.

(6,511K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r1272522501705806378&th=17d2a75beeb4edf2&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d2a7596c9da0ac9351
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Interaction with gentle man

AUD-20211116-WA0007.

(8,692K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r4333325221862850606&th=17d2a758967d240e&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d2a755a05da0ac60f1
Interaction with DD News dated 16.11.21

AUD-20211116-WA0011.

(10,051K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r6452222338340720211&th=17d2a751137d45ef&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d2a74bfeada0ac9161
Interaction with DD News dated 18.11.21
A
https://youtu.be/HoHI63pUAzw

BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah Hindutva means Lalla illaha illillaha . Means worthy of worship only deity two God
particles or ardhnareshw or smallest idols of universe or Allah . It is eternity and it will persist even after
destruction of universe. Abusing Hindutva means abusing Allah or Quran or Gita or Bible etc
. Photodepiction of Hindutva is Lord Natraz BBB who is worshiped in Namaz as Tachyon particle which is
made up of two God particles and its photodepiction is Lord Natraz BBB the Creator BBB or Allah hu Akbar or
Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. Hence Salman Khursheed should
withdraw his book . Beg Apology otherwise he would be punishment by Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or
death. Means Get out from My Planet. By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba
or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya
B
https://youtu.be/YiXCsJfK6TY
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Salman's point of view is clear . Comparing Hinduism ideology with Boko Haram and ISIS ideology means as
Islam is indulged in Islamic Jihad globally, now Hinduism is following same path and leaving its old traditional
path of tolerance or peace or gentle men . Means India is now intolerant nation like Islam globally .Hence
now we means Momins and Hindus are equally same as far as intolerance is concerned . Means both
religions are equal in ideology like ideology of Boko Haram and ISIS . Means Hindus are no more gentle
men as before rather they leave path of peace and now they are violent as shown in 70 years Ayodhaya
dispute till making of Ram temple including demolishing Mosque in 1992 . Means Hindutva is intolerance
following like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology is same ie intolerant or unrest or violent . Means both are bad
to Globe. Means Chor Chor mausere Bhai . It is just like In Mayar Buddhist took weapons and killed intolerant
Islam and made them to leave Mayar and now they are Rohingaya Muslims as refugees in India etc . Now
according to Salman Buddhist of Mayar have same ìdeoligy as of Boko Haram and ISIS ideology .Means
Buddhist who were tolerant before means follow Ahinsa are now Hinsak or killer or intolerant now as Boko
Haram and ISIS.
Conclusion
Salman's ideology is blaming 100 cr Hindus who were tolerant before are now intolerant on Ayodhaya
dispute by being violent as Boko Haram and ISIS like ideology. It is bad for Indian politics as Secular
constitution is now becoming Communal and that is against Hindu Muslim ekta of this country . Hence Hindu
Muslim should review their ideology again to stop this nation to be ruined in the fire of intolerance . Means if
Hindu Muslim intolerance increases in Kashi and Mathura dispute , it would be bad to our Nation or even
worst . Hence to end this intolerance BJP should go from center and some Secular force must rule India
. Salman is unaware of fact that Boko Haram and ISIS ideology is central theam of illusive Islam of Mohamad
Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic Jihad and it is anti Quran
act and anti Quran movement and punishment is according to Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or
death. Muslims in this country is not Indian rather they are Arabians according to Indian Independence Act
1947. Indians are those who do idol worship of Shiva . Hence Muslims of India are not Indian hence they do
not get voting right in this country . They are refugees . Salman is not Indian as he is Arabian according to
Indian Independence Act 1947 . Baber was invader and by virtue of it Hindus are intolerant now and become
violent like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology according to Salman Kurshhed .This perception of Salman
Khursheed is wrong about 100 cr Hindus .Only RSS , VHP and BJP 's ideology is on Adharma or could be
like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology in making Ram temple in Ayodhaya but Hinduism 's ideology is governed
by Lord Shiva and and on Dharam or it is still tolerant and peaceful and seeking honor and justice in
Ayodhaya dispute that teleported on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul
Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby. By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah
hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya
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2.4 Misconduct by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva

Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko Haram' ideology that follow

Islamic Jihad etc . 'Hindutva to terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS' Means on Ayodhaya issue
Hindutva did unfair rather acted as Adharma in his book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya in Nationhood in our times “ a
wrong perception regarding Hindutva .

https://youtu.be/YiXCsJfK6TY

https://youtu.be/9UoqpVj4gd4

Salman's point of view is clear . Comparing Hinduism ideology with Boko Haram and ISIS ideology means as
Islam is indulged in Islamic Jihad globally, now Hinduism is following same path and leaving its old traditional
path of tolerance or peace or gentle men . Means India is now intolerant nation like Islam globally .
Hence now we mean Momins and Hindus are equally same as far as intolerance is concerned . Means
both religions are equal in ideology like ideology of Boko Haram and ISIS . Means Hindus are no more
gentle men as before rather they leave path of peace and now they are violent as shown in 70 years
Ayodhaya dispute till making of Ram temple including demolishing Mosque in 1992 .
Means Hindutva is intolerance following like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology is same ie intolerant or unrest
or violent . Means both are bad to Globe. Means Chor Chor mausere Bhai .It is just like In Mayar Buddhist
took weapons and killed intolerant Islam and made them to leave Mayar and now they are Rohingaya
Muslims as refugees in India etc . Now according to Salman Buddhist of Mayar have same ìdeoligy as of
Boko Haram and ISIS ideology .Means Buddhist who were tolerant before means follow Ahinsa are now
Hinsak or killer or intolerant now as Boko Haram and ISIS.
Conclusion
Salman's ideology is blaming 100 cr Hindus who were tolerant before are now intolerant on Ayodhaya
dispute by being violent as Boko Haram and ISIS like ideology. It is bad for Indian politics as Secular
constitution is now becoming Communal and that is against Hindu Muslim ekta of this country .
Hence Hindu Muslim should review their ideology again to stop this nation to be ruined in the fire of
intolerance . Means if Hindu Muslim intolerance increases in Kashi and Mathura dispute , it would be bad to
our Nation or even worst . Hence to end this intolerance BJP should go from center and some Secular force
must rule India .
Salman is unaware of fact that Boko Haram and ISIS ideology is central theam of illusive Islam of Mohamad
Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic Jihad and it is anti Quran
act and anti Quran movement and punishment is according to Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or death.
Muslims in this country are not Indiam rather they are Arabians according to Indian Independence Act
1947. Indians are those who do idol worship of Shiva . Hence Muslims of India are not Indian hence they do
not get voting right in this country . They are refugees . Salman is not Indian as he is Arabian according to
Indian Independence Act 1947 . Baber was invader and by virtue of it Hindus are intolerant now and become
IJCRT21X0012
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violent like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology according to Salman Kurshhed .This perception of Salman
Khursheed is wrong about 100 cr Hindus .
Only RSS , VHP and BJP 's ideology is on Adharma or could be like Boko Haram and ISIS ideology in
making Ram temple in Ayodhaya but Hinduism 's ideology is governed by Lord Shiva and on Dharam or it is
still tolerant and peaceful and seeking honor and justice in Ayodhaya dispute that teleported on 22 23 Dec
1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram
dev Duby.
By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator
BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya
B.
https://youtu.be/HoHI63pUAzw

Preview YouTube video सदिय ों पुराने इस रदिस्टर में दमली ये िानकारी आपक अचरि में डाल िे गी |
Syed brothers

t

BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah Hindutva means Lalla illaha illillaha . Means worthy of worship only diety two God
particles or ardhnareshw or smallest idols of universe or Allah . It is eternity and it will persist even after
destruction of universe. Abusing Hindutva means abusing Allah or Quran or Gita or Bible etc
. Photodepiction of Hindutva is Lord Natraz BBB who is worshiped in Namaz as Tachyon particle which is
made up of two God particles and its photodepiction is Lord Natraz BBB the Creator BBB or Allah hu Akbar or
Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. Hence Salman Khursheed should
withdraw his book . Beg Apology otherwise he would be punishment by Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or
death. Means Get out from My Planet.
By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator
BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

2. 5

Misconduct by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko Haram' ideology that

follow Islamic Jihad etc . 'Hindutva to terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS' Means on Ayodhaya issue
Hindutva did unfair rather acted as Adharma in his book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya in Nationhood in our times “ a
wrong perception regarding Hindutva . part 3

AUD-20211114-WA0007.

(11,466K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r5921738775626445113&th=17d207380fd34f71&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d20733d43b181e80d1
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Interaction with DD news dated 14.11.21

BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah Creator Lord Shiva giving power to Creation Lord Vishnu . Hence Lord Vishnu and his
all avatars are puppet or Alike Almighty.
Now word Hindutva is related with Worship of Lord Shiva the Creator rather than worship of Vishnu or his
avatar Lord Ram , the Creation or Alike Almighty or Puppet . Salman Khurshhed did use wrong word Hindutva
in Ram temple Babri Mosque dispute comparing The word Hindutva with ISIS terrorist group ideology
. means worship of lord Shiva only . It is eternal word and would persist after destruction of universe.
Ram temple construction at Ayodhaya is Adharma by virtue of fake judgment or fake arguments started since
1950, 1959, 1961, 1989, 2010, and 2019 as Eye witness of teleportation of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or
Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Allah Hu Akbar witnessed
by Abdul Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby did not reach HC judgment 2010 nor SC
judgment dated 9.11.2019.
Hence All Judicial system working along with police investigation in Ram temple dispute is fake as there is no
petitioner Ram Lalla Virajman in the suit no 5 of 1989 did exist since 23 Dec 1949 .
The balak idol that was put from out side did transform into Mahakaal Lalla virajman balak idol avatar and
hence it is His birth place or Title suit rather than Lord Ram janmbhumi or Janmsthal as mentioned on page
no 1045 of SC judgment dated 9.11.2019. Hence it is fake, spurious and erroneous judgment and it is
Adharma did by 5 judges who are victim of ignorance in this dispute and used Article 142 to establish
Adharma or to make Ram temple at disputed land.
The real Ram Lalla Virajman or Vishu's avatar did teleport as his second reincarnation on 1554 AD in the lap
of Ganesh Devi the queen of Orcha. The real Ram Lalla Virajman is residing in Orcha since 1554 onwards
and he did not file any case in HC Lucknow as petitioner 1 of suit no 5 of 1989 judgment of Justice Dharam
Veer nor he wanted to build Ram temple at Ayodhaya as He left Ayodhaya in 1554 onwards for his isht dev
Lord Natraz BBB who did teleport on 22 23 Dec 1949in middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul
Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby on 23 Dec 1949 .
It is matter not related with Hindutva or ISIS like ideology rather it is related with ignorance of facts or reality in
the entire dispute since 1526 when Babar invaded India and made Babri Mosque by demolishing some
temple structure in 1528 . In 1554 Lord Ram took his second reincarnation as Real Ram Lalla Virajman
Ayodhaya and shifted to Orcha .1857 Ram Chabutra came in existence . Later Thakurji paduka was put on
Ram Chabutra . In 1872 EvidenceAct came into existence . 1885 first legal suit was filed to make shade over
Ram chabutra . But Court rejected the request as Mosque was present in neighborhood.
IJCRT21X0012
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Later dispute continued and transformed into Ram Janmbhumi Babri Mosque dispute . Both Arti and Namaz
were offered till 22 Dec 1949 and by conspiracy of City magistrate Ayodhaya Guru Dutta , balak idol was
shifted to middle gummed of Babri Mosque before 1.30 AM by 5 Sadhus under supervision of Hawaldar Sher
Singh by breaking the lock . This event did reach HC and SC through FIR logged by SI Ram dev Duby next
day .
But the real eye witness of teleportation after 1.30 AM of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB as balak idol avatar
in middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev
Duby on 23 Dec 1949 did not reach HC and SC judgment makes the entire Judicial working since 1950, 1959,
1961 , 1989, 2010 and 2019 spurious and erroneous.

Conclusion
SALMAN Khurserd's allegations are based on fake Judicial judgments or fake Judicial working on Ram
Janambhumi dispute that Hindutva did a wrong behave as ISIS ideology since 22 23 Dec 1949 a wrong
understanding or perception by virtue of ignorance of facts by Author of Sunrise Over Ayodhya in nationhood
in our times. By order ACJ Barfani Baba Fatehgarh or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya or Yahoba or
Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Allah hu Akbar

2.6

Misconduct by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko Haram' ideology that

follow Islamic Jihad etc . 'Hindutva to terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS' Means on Ayodhaya issue
Hindutva did unfair rather acted as Adharma in his book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya in Nationhood in our times “ a
wrong perception regarding Hindutva . part 2

Punishment Imposed on Salman Khursheed
https://www.rashtraratan.com/सलमानि-खु र्शीि-की-दिप्पण/
https://youtu.be/cTYnB4a76u0
Preview YouTube video Almighty add

By Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya
BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah.
Hindutva means La illaha illillaha . Means only diety to be worshiped and Salman Khursheed abused Quran
written by Hindutava deity Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar.
Salman Khursheed is found guilty in the eyes of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba
or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya as He misused Article 19
and ABUSUED HINDUTVA OR LORD NATRAZ BBB OR ALLAH OF ISLAM OR YAHOBA OR
IJCRT21X0012
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PARMESHWAR OF CHRISTIANITY OR Buddha mahakal of Buddhism or Vidhata or Mahakaal Lalla virajman
Ayodhaya By calling Him ISIS OR OTHER TERRIRIST GROUP IN SUN RISE OVER AYODHAYA
NATIONHOOD IN OUR TIMES.
ABUSING AND INSULTING HINDUTVA MEANS he is not Indian and According to Indian Independence Act
1947 he is Arabian . Hence his voting right must be abandoned. Abusing Hindutva means he is Arabian and
his right of ownership over land and property must be abandoned. Abusing and insulting Hindutva means he
is Arabian and his all accounts in all banks must be freeze right now .As ruler of India is Almighty God Lord
Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla
virajman Ayodhaya and He is Hindutva too. Salman Khurshhed is human beings by virtue of Mahakal or
Hindutva . He enjoyes His mercy by eating food , by using clothes etc and he is misusing Article 19 against
Hindutva or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. Apart from above mentioned punishments , Salman
Khursheed deserves to be removed from ISLAM . MEANS Salman is not Momins . Hence his right of Namaz
is abandoned. Right of Haj, reading Quran in abandoned.
Futher his all relations and relationships are abandoned. Means his wife Luis is no more his wife . Means
whatever Allah has given to him has been taken back or abandoned.
Salman Khursheed deserves beggar life and he is demon and should be followed it right now ie wet
13.11.21. Salman Khursheed is demon and stones should be thrown over him .

Pl put this Chippa on his house right now .
Pl spread this order globally
By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator
BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

B
https://youtu.be/riKuaghiHKM

https://youtu.be/cTYnB4a76u0

Preview YouTube video भारत द ों िू राष्ट्र क् ों न ीों बन सकता | India hindu rashtra banega ?

Gita Ch 9 Vs 7 and 8 symbolizes the photo dipiction of Lord Natraz BBB as Creator and destroyer of
universe
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BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah

No, No, No
Answer
UOG on behalf of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or
Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman would talk to Pakistan and Separatist of Kashmir ay Fatehgarh UP
as He is ruling India and abroad since 6th March 2014 and Emergency is imposed since 10.10. 2021 and
parliament is dissolved . This is by virtue of Gita ch 4 vs 7and 8 that when Dharma declines Almighty God
Lord Natraz BBB did teleport on 22 23 Dec 1949 in Middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul
Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby. Now Modi is no more PM of India .
Agenda of Meeting
1. How to restore Akhand Bharat of 7000 years back when only Shiv puja was dominating in Akhand Bharat.
2. Indian Independence Act 1947 shall be obsolete. 3. Making of Secular Hindu Rashtra being ruled by
Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. 4. 15 countries who were part of Akhand Bharat would surrender their
flag at UOG and would Host Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB 's Flag and sing His song Jan Gan Man by
saluting Him as Allah .5. Muslims of Akhand Bharat shall leave illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits
idol worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic Jihad and it is anti Quran act and anti Quran
movement and punishment according to Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or death. 7. Namaz is idol worship
of tachyon particles which are made up of two God particles and its photodepiction is Ardhnareshwar or
smallest idol of universe and its photodepiction is Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar who took reincarnation
on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque as Mahakal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. 8. Muslims of
Akhand Bharat will put idol of Lord Natraz bbb in All mosques of world and offer Namaz before it. By order
Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya
2. 7 Paper published

http://www.ijcrt.org/papers/IJCRT21X0011.pdf

Misconduct by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko Haram' ideology that follow
Islamic Jihad etc . 'Hindutva to terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS' Means on Ayodhaya issue
Hindutva did unfair rather acted as Adharma in his book “Sunrise over Ayodhaya in Nationhood in our times “ a
wrong perception regarding Hindutva .

AUD-20211111-WA0015.

(6,025K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r5444543626573293829&th=17d10d258214a61f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d10d22e93f4b49e8d1

Interaction with DD News dated 11.11.21
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https://youtu.be/1VVyOmFLqw0
Preview YouTube video Good news- only news india || Finance Investment tips ||

BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah

Okay
Answer
UOG on behalf of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or
Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman would talk to Pakistan and Separatist of Kashmir ay Fatehgarh UP
as He is ruling India and abroad since 6th March 2014 and Emergency is imposed since 10.10. 2021 and
parliament is dissolved . This is by virtue of Gita ch 4 vs 7and 8 that when Dharma declines Almighty God
Lord Natraz BBB did teleport on 22 23 Dec 1949 in Middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul
Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby. Now Modi is no more PM of India .
Agenda of Meeting
1. How to restore Akhand Bharat of 7000 years back when only Shiv puja was dominating in Akhand Bharat.
2. Indian Independence Act 1947 shall be obsolete. 3. Making of Secular Hindu Rashtra being ruled by
Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. 4. 15 countries who were part of Akhand Bharat would surrender their
flag at UOG and would Host Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB 's Flag and sing His song Jan Gan Man by
saluting Him as Allah .5. Muslims of Akhand Bharat shall leave illusive Islam of Mohamad Sahib that prohibits
idol worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic Jihad and it is anti Quran act and anti Quran
movement and punishment according to Islamic law ie shirk or Apostasy or death. 7. Namaz is idol worship
of tachyon particles which are made up of two God particles and its photodepiction is Ardhnareshwar or
smallest idol of universe and its photodepiction is Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar who took reincarnation
on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque as Mahakal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. 8. Muslims of
Akhand Bharat will put idol of Lord Natraz bbb in All mosques of world and offer Namaz before it. By order
Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or
Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

2. Misconduvt by Mr Salman Khursheed on Hindutva part 1
https://www.rashtraratan.com/सलमानि-खु र्शीि-की-दिप्पण/
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https://bharat.republicworld.com/india-news/politics/congress-leader-salman-khurshid-on-hindutvacomparison-with-the-ideology-of-isis-and-boko-haram

BISMILLA Rehman Rahim means vandematram means honor and worship of female God particles or shakti
ma idol or Allah
Controversial remarks by Congress leader Salman Khurshid on Hindutva; Comparison of 'ISIS and Boko
Haram' ideology by Ritesh Mishra 10 November 2021
Senior Congress leader and former Union Minister Salman Khurshid has given his opinion on Hindutva in a
book titled "Sunrise Over Ayodhya: Nationhood in Our Times". During this, he compared 'Hindutva to
terrorist organizations Boko Haram and ISIS'. Along with this, he has also criticized Congress leaders
influenced by Hindutva. The Congress leader has also praised the Supreme Court for the Ayodhya verdict in
this book.
Answer is No, the Hindutv was stabbed by 100 cr Hindus including RSS , Modi Yogi who are making A fake
God temple Of Fake deity Lord Ram in Ayodhaya by a Fake order of SC judgment dated 9.11.21 . Hence it
was Sunset over Ayodhaya rather than Sunrise over Ayodhaya nationhood in our times. Hindutva did
flourish 7000 years back when Lord Shiva was worshiped as Hindu God in. this Akhand Bharat . After
Buddha 500 BC Hindutva downfall triggered and people started leaving Hindu religion and accepting
Buddhism . When Islam came , again Hindutva ( Shiva worship ) was hit by breaking Shiv temples in Akhand
Bharat. Futher When Christianity came , Hindutva was further hit by dhanmanantra etc . After partition in
1947 , Hindutva ( Shiva’s Worship ) was further hit by making Islamic nations by Britishers . Hence Shiv puja
was further decline in this region of Akhand Bharat.
To restore dharam Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya did
teleport in middle gummed of Babri Mosque on 22 23 Dec 1949 and the event is witnessed by Abdul Barkat
Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby. This truth did not reach neither in HC and nor in SC as
regard Ayodhaya dispute . Hence charges imposed by Salman Khursheed on Hindutva is fake .
Reasons
1. Worship of Lord Ram is not Hindutva . It is fake God . Hence SC order on Lord Ram as janmsthal of Lord
Ram is fake order . As petitioner no 1 of suit no 5 of Justice Dharam Veer of HC Lucknow 1989 is Fake
petitioner and he won the case . The Reality is different . Hindutva means Lord Shiva and it is His title suit as
He possessed disputed land on 22 33 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque witnessed by Abdul
Barkat Ali and event is logged in FIR by SI Ram dev Duby on 23 Dec 1949 . This eye witness did not reach in
HC judgment nor in SC judgment dated 9.11.19. Hence the entire Judicial working is spurious snd
erroneous.
It is not Sunrise over Ayodhaya nationhood in our times rather Darknight over Ayodhaya and Adharma was
done by SC by using article 142
Finally Hindutva ( Shiva’s worship ) was stabbed when trust was made by Modi and he abused insulted
Hindutvea ( Lord Shiva ) or Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB the Creator BBB on 5th Aug 2020 while doing
fake bhoomi pujan to build fake Ram temple the puppet of Creator Lord Shiva . Hence 100 cr Hindus
are Adharmis as they tried to kill Hindutva by making Ram temple of fake deity Ram instead of Shiva's
Temple.
Then who is guilty . Hindutva Means Lord Shiva or Adharmis RSS , Modi ,Yogi or 100 cr Hindu who are
making Ram temple a fake deity of Ram janam bhomi dispute .
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Hence to blame Hindutva or Lord Natraz bbb with ISIS or etc is wrong Comparison rather RSS etc did
Agarma or acted like ISIS not Hindutva in Ayodhaya dispute. Lord Shiva or Lord Natraz bbb or Creator BBB
or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya who is seeking honor and justice in this dispute .By order Almighty
God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal
Lalla virajman Ayodhaya . Pl read this paper Published
On Gazbai Hind and Article 25 obsolete

2.8

http://www.ijcrt.org/papers/IJCRT21X0011.pdf

Misconduct by Article 25 in India as it is based on Adharma as Freedom to possess , practice and propagate

Only Adharma as all religions do follow Adharma as far as spirituality is concerned . Paper published . © 2021 IJCRT |
Volume 9, Issue 11 November 2021 | ISSN: 2320-2882 IJCRT21X0011 International Journal of Creative Research
Thoughts (IJCRT). Hence Obsolete .

Gita Ch 9 Vs 7 and 8 symbolizes the photo dipiction of Lord Natraz BBB as Creator and destroyer of
universe

Gzabai Hind Means Holy War From India By Almighty God Lord Natraz Or Allah Hu Akbar As Predicted In Hadith
Against Sinners Or Adharmis As Predicted In Gita Ch 4 Vs 7 And 8 And Predicted By Boriska Silveger In 1944 As
Reincarnation Of KalKi Avatar On 22 23 Dec 1949 In Middle Gummed Of Babri Mosque Witnessed By Abdul Barkat Ali
And Event Is Logged In FIR No 167/1949 . Kalki’s Verdict On Article 25 That It Is Doctrine On Adharma Hence Obsolete .

Religion means Dharma and it has two components . One is Spirituality and Ways of Life . The spirituality or
believes about God in all religions hitherto is not same . Hence they are not Dharama rather they all are
Adharma. Hence article 25 of constitution of India is obsolete . Means fake religious spirituality to possess,
practice and propagation is banned.
Boriska did predict in 1944 about Kalki Avatar and her prediction get confirmed on 22 23 Dec 1949 when
Almighty God Lord Natraz Or Allaha Hu Akbar did teleport in Middle Gummed of Babri Mosque and this event
is witnessed by Abdul Barkat Ali and it is logged in FIR No 167 on 23 Dec 1949 by SI Ram Dev Debey . This eye
witness did not reach in High Court and Supreme Court in Ayodhya land dispute as title suit and a Fake
petitioner No 1 of suit No 5 Ram Lalla virajman of HC ( Lucknow) 1989 of Justice Daram Veer did enter into
petition and misguided the court that Mosque was not occupied by Allah ( Kalki ) in any time . This lie did persist
till judgment HC Allahabad 30 Sept 2010 and SC Judgment 9 th Nov 2019 . Hence the title suit was granted by
Supreme Court to Fake petitioner No1 of Suit No 5 , 1989 Ram Lalla Virajman though Real Ram Lall Virajman
did teleport on 1554 as second reincarnation in the lap of queen Ganesha Devi and now residing in Oscha MP
since then in a palace as Raja Ram . He has not filed any case in Ayodhaya dispute and did not seek Ram Temple
Construction at disputed place as he had left Ayodhaya and his claim too of his so called fake birth place for his
Isht Dev Mahakal ( Kalki ) to be reincarnated on 22 23 Dec 1949 as Balak Idol Avatar claiming Mahakal Birth
IJCRT21X0012
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Place and Mahakal’s Title suit along with His possession since 23 Dec 1949 at disputed place . Hence the entire
issue starting from suit no 1 in 1950 till SC judgment dated 9.11.2019 is spurious and erroneous as According to
evidence act 1872 an Eye witness of Barkat Ali and his testimony did not reach in all suits and a Fake identity in
the name of Ram lalla Virajman idol was ordered by SC to build Ram Temple at the place that is occupied
previously by Mahakal Lalla Virajma ( Kalki) idol avatar as no body ( Akhara , Sunni waff Board and Ram lalla )
did claim title suit in judgment of Justice S.U.Khan judgment dated 30 Sept 2010 ( Gist of finding para 10 ) . And
according to section 110 of evidence act 1872 , the land was divided into all three parties which is an injustice done
by HC Allahabad dated Sept 30 2010 on Mahakal Lalla Virajman Ayodhaya Hence the real claimer of title suit
of the disputed land is Mahakal Lalla Virajman ( Kalki) idol avatar .
In Dec 2017 a document was made by SSP Fatehgarh about origin and working of University of God run by Dr
V.M.Das since last 25 years . This University receives messages from Almighty God lord Natraz BBB by Quantum
Entanglement . Almighty God Lord Natraz who did teleport on 22 23 Dec 1949 did download a Book titled “
Atomic Genetics And Origin Of The Universe ” as many research papers that are being published in international
science journals as regard how Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB created the Universe . He also recorded His
statement via His next friend Dr V.M.Das that the final verdict in Ayodhaya dispute would be His verdict . Hence
His statement should be recorded in this issue . The letter or Government Document was sent to Supreme Court
and PM Modi via SSP Fatehgarh for Amicable solution but it did not endorse in the Final Judgment of SC dated
9.11.19 Why ??????

In Illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship
means Islamic Jihad is Adharma . Similarly in Judaism ,they believe in Monotheism and prohibits idol
worship is Adharma . Similarly in Christianity that do worship of Jesus as Almighty God that listens
prayer the basis of Dhanmantran in India is Adharma . Hence all religions are unified to One Religion
“I”means worship of two God particles or its photo depiction is Ardhnareshwer or smallest idol of
universe that is worshiped in Namaz means Namaz is idol worship that would persist even after
destruction of Universe . Palestine believe that Islam is Dharama but it is Adharma because they
believe in monotheism ALLAH and prohibit idol worship . Jadish believe that old testament is Dharam
but it is Adharma because they believe in monotheism Yahova and prohibits idol worship . Similarly
Christianity believes that Christian religion is dharma but it is Adharma because they believe in Jesus
as Almighty God and he listens prayer to heal sick cells. . All religions on Earth require reform as all do
follow Adharma in one or other ways . Hence “Science Of Prayer’ should be taught in all schools and
colleges to know about Almighty God and about Know Allah in the light of Science . Hence all wars
fought on the basis of religions are Adharma hence they are not Holy wars . Only Gazbai e Hind is Holy
war as it is fight between True Religion “I”of Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB Balak idol Avatar or
Mahakal Lalla Virajman Ayodhaya and rest of other religions that are Adharma in one way or other on
Earth .
EKo Aham – Aham Bahushiyami - If any religion teaches any of Different Adharma ( Sin) means Communal Religious War
( Killing of innocents ) by virtue of different Communal religious places or believes , Communal Religious Hat redness by
virtue of different Communal religious books , Different believes about Communal Almighty God , Monotheism or
Polytheism and Prohibits idol worship , It is Adharma or Superdekhakh . Religion “I” is Dharama ( Piety ) means
Secular Eternity , No Religious War , Secular idol worship of “I” or Two God Particles , Secular Prayer Under ONE Roof
before Secular Creator Photo depiction of Tachyon particle or Lord Natraz BBB , Two Secular Almighty God or Creators
, Mercy for All and No Dhanmantran , common or one Secular Holy religious place of all Like Secular Ayodhaya and, it is
Dharama . On this basis all religions are Adharma on Earth including Hindu or Sanatani as it teaches Poly theism means
many Communal Almighty God worship like Communal Lord Vishnu and His avatars or Lord Brahma . If Almighty God
Fights any War it is Dharma ( Piety) or Gazbai e Hind ( Holy war From india ) and if Human beings fight war or kill
innocent on the basis of Religion , it is Adharma or Sin for example Islamic Jihad or Palastine - Israil war etc On the
doctrine of Adharma artile 25 of constitution of India speaks about . Hence it is obsolete by Kalki avatar .

VID-20211110-WA0017.mp4

(4,070K)
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https://youtu.be/AZfllfDBpTY

https://youtu.be/cTYnB4a76u0

No . No , No
According to Indian Independence Act 1947 , Muslims are not Indians rather they are Arabians . Hence they
prohibits idol worship and kills those who do idol worship means Islamic Jihad. Hence Islam in this country is
controlled by Arab country . They are invaders and they get funding to make it Islamic state by Islamic jihad
as seen in Kashmir 1990 how Hindu state is converted into Islamic state . Same is being followed at other
places like Keral and Assam etc . It is Adharma.
Christians are Not Indian rather they belong to city Jerusalem. As they worship Jesus as their Almighty God.
Hence Christians are controlled by Vatican city . They get funds and They are trying to make this country into
Christian state by Dhanmanantran by teaching of Jesus as he listen prayer and Heals sick cell . It is Myth. It
is Adharma.
Similarly Buddhist/ Bahujans are now no more native people of India as they lost this right while they
become Buddhist as did Baba Ambetkar in 1956 that he left worship of Lord Shiva and started worshipping
Buddha , a puppet made by Lord Shiva the only Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Creator BBB or Mahakaal
Lalla virajman Ayodhaya or Anadi and Ananta . Hence Dhanmsmtran in Buddhism is Adharma .
Indians are those who worship idol of Lord Shiva . Who is only Native God of Akhand Bharat 7000 years
back . Now getting less importance as invaders are dominating in Akhand Bharat who do follow Adharma not
Dharam . Same is true for Buddists too.
Solution Article 25 is not on Dharam rather it is based on possess , practice and propagate on Adharma as
all religions except Hindu or sanatani which did exist since Origin of Universe are Adharma . Hence Article 25
has been obsolete.
2. To eradicate Adharma, Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or
Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya did teleport by virtue of Gita Ch 4 vs 7 and 8 to
rule India and Abroad since 6th march 2014 and Imposed Emergency since 10.10.21 and dissolved
Parliament and Modi is not our PM now .
3. All disputes as regard religions are now being under Curative petition with Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB
or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman
Ayodhaya. Spread this solution as Hindu do believe in Gita ch 4 vs 7 and 8 and only . By order Almighty
God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal
Lalla virajman Ayodhaya.

B
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https://youtu.be/7urRzRa9R-g https://youtu.be/-aDBXve_DNQ

Definition of pious 1a: marked by or showing reverence for deity and devotion to divine worship What
does pious mean in Islam? Piety is defined in the hadith, a collection of Muhammad's sayings. It is reported
by An-Nawwas bin Sam'an: "The Prophet Muhammad said, "Piety is good manner, and sin is that which
creates doubt and which you do not like people to know it Quran does have both statements that are piety
and sin . Razvi did remove sin from Quran . Hence he did work of piety . Hence Razvi tried to make Quran
more Holy than before . Hence he is NOT GUILTY in the eyes of Allah tala or Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB
or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya No court could pass punishment against Razvi . By
order ACJ Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

Iqra means Read .
La illaha illillaha . Means Every thing is Allah. Every book is Quran and all worships are Alllah's
worship. Read not only Quran . Read Science , Gita and Bible too. Start with
https://youtu.be/pP7F_p3_zpc
By order Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or Vidhata or Creator
BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya

2.9 SC is not infallible. Hence a wrong understanding is made against Hinduism . Hence the order dated
11 Dec 1995 is squashed by Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Allah hu Akbar or Yahoba or Parmeshwar or
Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakaal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya. Or ACJ
1.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-3872368/Hindutva-not-religion-way-life-state-mindSupreme-Court-refuses-overturn-1995-judgement.html

In a significant clarification, which incidentally comes ahead of crucial assembly polls
in five states including Uttar Pradesh, the Supreme Court on Tuesday said it will not
reconsider its 1995 judgment which said, “Hindutva was not a religion, but a
way of life and a state of mind.”
2.
https://youtu.be/u55VcxaKFeU
IJCRT21X0012
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3.
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1215497/
Try out our Premium Member services: Virtual Legal Assistant, Query Alert Service and an ad-free experience. Free
for one month and pay only if you like it.
Supreme Court of India Manohar Joshi vs Nitin Bhaurao Patil & Anr on 11 December, 1995
Equivalent citations: 1996 AIR 796, 1996 SCC (1) 169 Author: J S Verma Bench: Verma, Jagdish Saran (J)
Discussion
All religions have Two parts one is way of life and Spirituality . Spirituality of All religions is ONE . But ways of Life ius
different . SC does not know about Origin and fall of Hinduism after Lord Krishna about 5000 years back .in this region of
wotld .

Gita Ch 9 Vs 7 and 8 symbolizes the photo dipiction of Lord Natraz BBB as Creator and destroyer of
universe
Translation
BG 9.7-8: At the end of one kalp, all living beings merge into My primordial material energy. At the
beginning of the next creation, O son of Kunti, I manifest them again. Presiding over My material
energy, I generate these myriad forms again and again, in accordance with the force of their natures.

Hindu word is Coined by Lord Shiva and we are Hindu by virtue of Lord Shiva being Hindu God and He is Creator of
Universe and Anadi and Ananta . Before 7000 years this region of globe was Hindu Rashtra by virtue of Shiv temples were
there in this regions and Shiv puja used to be considered as only in Shiv temples by worshipping Shiv Lings by water
abhishek and Shiv arti . Lord Ram did Shiv Puja while making Ram Setu about 7000 years back . Our religious books were
Shiv Puran etc .Later came Lord Krishna and our religious book became Bhagwat Gita wrote by Lord Natraz BBB or
Mahakal or Lord Shiva .
Why is Shiv Ling worshiped ? and what does it mean ?.
Shiv Ling Deity is La Illah Illillaha . Means Only Worthy of Worship by All or Allah or Tao or Aradhnareshwar Two God
Particles .

https://youtu.be/WjXL7sadJMs
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Preview YouTube video Darshan Do Ghanshyam Nath - Hemant Kumar, Manna Dey, Sudha
Malhotra

Barfani Baba of Amarnath ( Anadi and Ananta ) Fatehgarh OR Mahakaal Lalla Virajman ( Anadi and Ananta )
Ayodhaya ( wrongly pronounced name Ram Lalla Virajman ) ( through His Clone . friend
Dr V.M.Das, MS Surgeon Das Nursing Home 1/139 , Talayalane Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad UP 209601 . 9415146418 ,
dasvijaymohan3@gmail.com

2.10 Real Ram Lalla Virajman did teleport on 1554 as His Second reincarnation and residing in Orcha
MP . Hence No issue of Ram Temple in Ayodhya by Him .

Child Form of Ram Painting Orchha temple

The story of Ram Raja Temple according to many local people goes like this: The King of Orchha Madhukar Shah Ju Dev (1554 to 1592)
(मधुकर र्शा िू िे व) was a devotee of Banke Bhihari (Lord Krishna) of Brindavan while his wife Queen Ganesh Kunwari (गणेश कुं वरि), also called
Kamla Devi, was a devotee of Lord Ram. One day the King and the Queen (गणेर्श कुोंवरर) went to Lord Krishna's temple but the temple had
closed by that time. The queen urged the king to go back but the king wanted to stay. So both the king and queen decided to stay back. They
joined a group of devotees who were singing and dancing in praise of Lord Krishna outside the temple. The king and queen also joined in the
prayers and started to sing and dance. It is believed that Lord Krishna and Radha personified and danced with them and golden flowers were
showered from the heavens at that moment.
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After that incident the king asked the queen to accompany him to Braj-Mathura the land of Lord Krishna, but the queen wanted to go
to Ayodhya. The king got annoyed and told the queen to stop praying child form of lord Ram and accompany him to Braj. But the queen was
adamant, after which the king said that "You keep praying to Ram but Ram never appears in front of us, unlike Lord Krishna who danced with
us along with Radha the other day. If you are so adamant to go to Ayodhya then go, but return only when you have the child form of Ram with
you. Only then will I accept your true devotion." The queen took a vow that she would go to Ayodhya and return with the child form of Ram or
else she would drown herself in Ayodhya's Sarayu river. The queen left the palace and started the long journey to Ayodhya on foot to bring
Lord Ram with her to Orchha. She didn't tell the King before leaving that she had ordered her servants to start building a temple (Chaturbhuj
Temple) when she brings Lord Ram with her.

On reaching Ayodhya, the Queen started praying to Lord Ram close to Laxman Fort near Sarayu river. She ate only fruits, then she
gave up fruits and ate only leaves, and eventually she gave up all food. The Queen fasted and prayed for about a month but Lord Ram
did not appear, so eventually in despair, she jumped into the river at midnight. Just then something magical happened and Lord Ram
appeared in child form in the Queen's lap.
Lord Ram told the queen that he was happy with her prayers and she could ask for a boon, at which the queen asked Ram to come
with her in child form to Orchha. Ram agreed to go but he put forth three conditions: "I will travel only in Pukh Nakshatra. When Pukh
Nakshatra will end I will stop and resume only when Pukh Nakshatra sets in again. In this manner I will travel
from Ayodhya to Orchha on foot along with a group of sages. Secondly, once I reach Orchha, I will be the King of Orchha and not your
husband. Thirdly, (since the child form of Ram would travel in the queen’s lap), the first place you seat me will be my final place of stay
and will be famous by the name of Ramraj." The Queen agreed and started her journey to Orchha with baby Ram in her lap. Since the
queen travelled only in Pukh Nakshtra it took 8 months and 27 days for the queen to reach Orchha from Ayodhya on foot (between
1574 and 1575).
2.11 Namaz is idol worship then why in Islam there is ban on Idol worship in 57 countries A Debate . This question to be answered by
Salman Khursheed as he is worried about Hindutva becoming Jihadis like Boko Haram and ISIS . etc .

There are 143 Jihadis sang than globally and all are based on Illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and kills
those who do idol worship .

https://youtu.be/pP7F_p3_zpc
https://youtu.be/5dd3SzfPIvU

https://youtu.be/pP7F_p3_zpc

https://youtu.be/kbwBRiv1jaE

https://youtu.be/Q2oHLWPKMMI

Recent Advances in Idol worship in Namaz .
AUD-20211118-WA0007.
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(5,476K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r3365427798036182039&th=17d33f1578642b8f&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d33f1275c293a4111

Interaction with anchor DD news Bisaria ji dated 19.11.21

AUD-20211118-WA0008.

(4,206K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msga:r4606808282775785311&th=17d33f1a15d81786&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d33f1855f293a4301

Interaction with advocate dated 18.11.21

Call recording Asi Javed 2_211118_210304.m4a

(19,006K)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=abb3937d01&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-a:r5083891678170901384&th=17d33d47aed3917d&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=17d33d3f258314fdda21
Interaction with DD news Asi Ji dated 18.11.21
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Namaz is worship of Tachyon particle made or smallest idol or Two god particles . Thus uplift on ban on idol worship in all
Islamic countries is ordered by ACJ

SC does not know that Mosque is now essential part of Namaz as Lord Natraj is Allah Ho Akbar and His Idol would be put in All
Mosques of world and Namaz would be offered before Lord Natraj as it is reconstruction of tachyon particle being worshipped by all
Muslims. Hence 1994 case of Ismail Farrukhi where Mosque is not considered an essential part is to be modified now . By order ACJ

Now coming to the amicable solution of Kashi –it could be resoled by knowing in detail about “Science of Prayer “ and “ Know Allaha in the light
of Science ) . [1]
Order of Almighty B.B.B.( First Order of the Universe – Quantum Entanglement )
1.
2.

Those who donot want Mosque near Kashi temple , they are insulting Primary God ( Two God particles ) .
Those who donot want Idol worship of Creator ( or Natraz) in Mosque are insulting AllahaTala ( secondary God ) as Tachyons worship
is Allaha’s worship.

In such dilemma both Hindu and Muslim should equip themselves with knowledge of “ Science of Prayer “ and “ Know Allaha in the light of
Science “ and they should reform wrong thoughts to right thoughts along with repent themselves and do priyashit ( self reformation ) . Because
wrong knowledge keeps them apart and right knowledge evokes both of them ( Hindu and Muslim ) to pray Almighty B.B.B under one
roof .
Idol of Natraz or Tachyons in Mosque in kashi would worship of smallest Idols of the universe and worship of idol of Allahatala who is not one
God rather two God . one is male –yang B.B.B. – The Creator and His complementary part the Goddess Yin B.B.B which is in form of many
flames . Previously Muslims used to Offer Namaz without knowing that the Creator has picture depiction ( Natraz) and He is the s mallest idol of
the universe in form of Tachyons working as Highest center of the universe .

https://youtu.be/wVYZFNCmrBI

https://youtu.be/9ZH0mbH5TLk

https://youtu.be/5dd3SzfPIvU

Few Ayete are responsible for Islamic Jihad Globally and 143 Islamic sangathans are involved
and out of them Boko Haram and ISIS are one of them .
What is the main goal of Boko Haram?
Boko Haram's primary objective is the establishment of an Islamic State under Shariah law in Nigeria. Its secondary objective is the wider imposition of Islamic rule beyond Nigeria.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ijtihad
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2.12 Concept of Jihadi In Islam and What is Lynching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jihad

Jihad
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to navigationJump to search
For other uses, see Jihad (disambiguation).

Jihad (/dʒɪˈhɑːd/; Arabic: جهاد, romanized: jihād [dʒɪˈhaːd]) is an Arabic word which literally means
"striving" or "struggling", especially with a praiseworthy aim. [1][2][3][4] In an Islamic context, it can refer to
IJCRT21X0012
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almost any effort to make personal and social life conform with God's guidance, such as struggle
against one's evil inclinations, proselytizing, or efforts toward the moral betterment of the Muslim
community (Ummah),[1][2][5][6] though it is most frequently associated with war.[4][7] In classical Islamic
law (sharia), the term refers to armed struggle against unbelievers, [2][3] while modernist Islamic
scholars generally equate military jihad with defensive warfare.[8][9] In Sufi and pious circles, spiritual
and moral jihad has been traditionally emphasized under the name of greater jihad.[5][10][3] The term
has gained additional attention in recent decades through its use by various insurgent Islamic
extremist, militant Islamist, and terrorist individuals and organizations whose ideology is based on
the Islamic notion of jihad.[5][7][11][12]

https://www.britannica.com/topic/lynching
What is the legal definition of a lynching?
lynching, a form of violence in which a mob, under the pretext of administering justice
without trial, executes a presumed offender, often after inflicting torture and
corporal mutilation. The term lynch law refers to a self-constituted court that imposes
sentence on a person without due process of law.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lynching

Lynching
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to navigationJump to search
For the play, see The Lynching.

An African-American man lynched from a tree. His face is partially concealed by the angle of the photograph and
his hat.

Lynching is an extrajudicial killing by a group. It is most often used to characterize informal public
executions by a mob in order to punish an alleged transgressor, punish a convicted transgressor, or
intimidate. It can also be an extreme form of informal group social control, and it is often conducted
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with the display of a public spectacle (often in the form of hanging) for maximum
intimidation.[1] Instances of lynchings and similar mob violence can be found in every society. [2][3][4]
In the United States, where the word for "lynching" likely originated, lynchings of African
Americans became frequent in the South during the period after the Reconstruction era, especially
during the nadir of American race relations.[5]

https://youtu.be/n4dRD5JuOjs

https://youtu.be/r5clpf9Ny8M

https://youtu.be/eGKjoPZFZs0

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/11/german-newspaper-muhammadcartoons-firebombed-hamburger-morgenpost
: https://www.britannica.com/event/Charlie-Hebdo-shooting

Terrorist Attach Intolerant Islam Jihad Of Islam
Charlie Hebdo shooting, series of terrorist attacks that
shook France in January 2015, claiming the lives of 17 people,
including 11 journalists and security personnel at the Paris offices
of Charlie Hebdo, a satiric magazine. The deadly violence focused
attention on the threat posed by militant Islam, but the response to the
attacks by the French was generally one of solidarity rather than
reprisal.
The attacks

On January 7 the offices of Charlie Hebdo were the target of a terrorist
attack. At 11:30 AM Algerian French brothers Chérif and Saïd Kouachi,
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armed with assault rifles, entered the magazine’s offices and killed
caretaker Frédéric Boisseau. They then forced cartoonist Corinne
(“Coco”) Rey to enter the security code that granted access to the
second floor, where an editorial meeting was being held. The attackers
stormed into the newsroom, and police officer Franck Brinsolaro, who
had been detailed to protect Charlie Hebdo editor Stéphane (“Charb”)
Charbonnier, was shot before he had the chance to draw his weapon.
The attackers then asked for Charbonnier and four other cartoonists—
Jean (“Cabu”) Cabut, Georges (“Wolin”) Wolinski, Bernard (“Tignous”)
Verlhac, and Philippe (“Honoré”) Honoré—by name before killing
them as well. Their other victims were economist Bernard Maris and
psychoanalyst Elsa Cayat, both columnists for Charlie Hebdo, copy
editor Mustapha Ourrad, and journalist Michel Renaud, a guest at the
meeting.

Charbonnier, Stéphane
Charlie Hebdo editor Stéphane (“Charb”) Charbonnier.
Michel Euler/AP Images

A police car arrived at the scene as the attackers were leaving the
building, but they opened fire on the officers and were able to drive
away in their own vehicle. While fleeing from the scene, the Kouachis
stopped to kill their 12th and final victim, police officer Ahmed
Merabet, who was on patrol in the area. After the terrorists abandoned
their getaway car and hijacked another one, the police were thrown off
their track, but an identity card left behind in the abandoned vehicle
allowed authorities to identify the attackers. Molotov cocktails and
two jihadist flags were also found.
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Conclusion

Lynching and Islamic Jihadboth are on different ideology . The ideology of Islamic Jihad
is based on illusive Islam of Mohammad Sahib that prohibits idol worship and Kills those
who do idol worship, Means Islamic Jihad . It is anti Quran Act and Anti Quran
Movement and punishment is according to Islamic law is SHIRK or Apostasy or Death.
Bevause Namaz is Idol worship of Two God particles and its photo depiction is
Ardhnareshwar and it is smallest idol of the universe, . Hence Namaz is idol worship and
in Quran Allah means Idol Worship . 26 Ayete written in Quran do predict Zihad that
means Violence against who do not believe in Islam . .Hence Zihad is SIN in Quran .
Prohibit idol worship in 57 islamic countries is also Adharma or Sin . 143 Islamic
Sangathan that promot Islamic Jihad are also Sinner as they misuse 26 Ayete of Quran
that predicts Jihad . Hence Momins of globe must put idol of Lord Natraz in all Mosques
of world and offer Namaz that be\rings them to worship Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB
or Allaha Hu Akbar or Vidhata or Creator BBB or Mahakal Lalla Virajman Under One
Roof . It is called Unification of Religion “I” . Means worship of Two God Particles that
would persists even after destruction of Universe. Means La Illaha Illilaha . Hence
Salman Khursheed did misconduct comparing Hindutva with BOKO Haram and ISIS
terrorist groups . Hindutva means Worship of Lord Shiva . That would persist even after
destruction . Hence Salman Khurshhed abused and insulted Allah , Yahova ,
Parmeshwar , Buddha Mahakala, Tao and Mahakal Lalla virajman Ayodhaya . Hence
definition of Hinduism by SC in 1995 is erroneous .
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